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When You Carry Heavy Burdens 

Matthew 11:28-30 

We can't release our concerns without giving them to someone else. Jesus said He wants 

to take our burdens and give us rest. But if this is true, why do so many Christians still feel 
weighed down with problems? Maybe the problem lies with our inability to release our 

burdens. 

 

Just because we may have dealt with a problem twenty years ago doesn't mean it no longer 
affects us. We may have packed it away in one of our suitcases we are carrying through 

life. 
 

Checking Your Baggage 

Past Baggage: Regrets - As we travel down Bad Memory Lane, we drag all of our regrets from 

the past as excess luggage. People who cling to the past are called "if-only" people.  

Future Baggage: Worry - This is the luggage we pack for all the future trips we worry about 

for the years to come. Worry concerns itself with every bad possibility which might occur 

in the future. We may envision disasters that might happen to us or those we love. We may 
be afraid God will forget about providing our future needs, so we worry. People who worry 

are "what-if" people.  

Present Baggage: Stress - The present is the only time when we can manage our 

burdens. However, we can still become overloaded with present burdens by being 
involved in too many responsibilities. Our baggage can become too heavy to carry. 

 
Don't Claim Your Baggage - Until we learn how to release our extra baggage, we will 

continue to carry it with us throughout life's journey. Just because we have brought it this far 
doesn't mean we have to continue carrying it. We must leave behind any excess luggage at 

the Baggage Claim.  

First, let go of your excess baggage. 

Casting all your anxiety upon Him, because He cares for you. Cast your burden upon the 
Lord, and He will sustain you. (1 Peter 5:7; Psalm 55:22) 

Second -only carry enough baggage for today's journey. 

 

So don't be anxious about tomorrow. God will take care of your tomorrow too. Live 

one day at a time. (Matthew 6:34 TLS) 

 

(Outline adapted from Kent Crockett’s, 911 Handbook) 


